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REGISTRATION ERROR PERMIT DESCRIPTION 

Cannot drop the course without approval None No permit, course must be dropped by the MT One Stop 

Class Restriction (Fr, So, Jr, Sr)  CLASS This allows the student to register in a course if they do 
not meet the appropriate classification restriction.   

Closed Section ENRL Enter only if the course does not have a waitlist 

Closed Section - Waitlist None Do not enter a permit, the student should sign up for the 
waitlist.  

Closed Section-X ENRL Enter only if no waitlist - this error show if a course is 
crosslisted.  If entering an ENRL permit, the cross-list cap 
might need to be increased.  Only Scheduling can 
increase the crosslist cap.  

Coreq_xxxxxxxx REQ (xxxx = co-req course that is 
required) 

CREQ The permit must be entered for the course the student 
wants to register in.  Example: The student only wants to 
register for PSY 3070 instead of PSY 3070/3071.  A CREQ 
permit should be entered for PSY 3070.  

Duplicate Crse with SECT XXXX None The student is already registered in a section of this 
course.  In order for the student to register in a second 
section, they must email register@mtsu.edu 

Maximum hours exceeded. (If requesting an 
overload, UG students contact academic advisor; GR 
students contact Graduate Studies). 

None The student is attempting to register for more hours 
than they are approved.  This could be because of 
immunizations or because the student is already 
registered in the max hours permitted.   

Permission of Department SPEC The SPEC permit only overrides Permission of 
Department.  A student should never need a SPEC and 
PREQ permit 

Prerequisite Required PREQ Should be entered if the department is allowing the 
student to register even if they do not meet the 
prerequisites in Banner.  SPEC and PREQ should never be 
entered for the same course.   

Registration changes are not allowed. Course status 
dates not within range for part of term. 

None This indicates that online registration is closed.  The 
student must complete a Drop/Add form to add a 
course.  

Repeat Grade Restriction None No permit, course must be added by the MT One Stop 

Repeat Hours Exceeded None No permit, course must be added by the MT One Stop 

Restricted by program (major). Check CRN for 
requirement. Only students in a specific program 
may register for this course. If an override is granted, 
you still need to register for the course. 

PROG This allows the student to register in a course that is 
restricted to specific degrees.  The student does not 
meet those degree requirements in Banner.  

Restricted to specific degrees. Check CRN for 
requirement. 

RES This allows the student to register in a course that is 
restricted to specific degrees.  The student does not 
meet those degree requirements in Banner.  

Student Status prohibits Registration None No permit, this indicated the student is on Academic 
Standing 

Time Conflict TIME This permit should only be entered by the department 
making the exception for the student to arrive late, 
leave early or miss class.  
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You are not permitted to register at this time. None  In most cases, the student had a hold, they do not have 
an assigned registration time or they need to reapply.   

 


